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Hi Christopher
 
Following on from our telephone conversation earlier this week, I now email you with the
following information as requested:
 

1. Velux window Type:- the Velux window proposed to be used is the UK04 Velux
Conservation roof window (size134x98cm) finished in matt grey so as to match the colour
of the other Velux installed as originally specified by yourselves.

2. Justification for the size specified & reason for the proposed installation:- The Velux
rooflight is proposed to be installed to allow additional light into the new bedroom which
currently relies solely on natural light from three fairly small windows making the space
quite dark. This room was previously the kitchen, and the utility room (now the shower
room) was open to this space. This meant that the space, when it was the kitchen,
benefited from additional light provided by two additional windows in what is now the
shower room. As the existing utility has been partitioned off to form the shower room, the
benefit of that additional light has been lost hence the need to introduce additional light
via the proposed Velux. The ceiling within the new bedroom has now been vaulted and
additional supporting structure has been introduced to achieve this. As there is supporting
structure at the mid span of the roof line across the full span, this has restricted us to the
length of Velux we can install. On this basis a Velux that is wider than it is long needs to be
utilized, firstly to fit within the roof between supporting structure and secondly to provide
enough additional natural light to prevent the bedroom being dark.

 
Hopefully the above information provides you with the additions you require, though should you
have any further questions please do not hesitate to contact me.
 
Kind regards
 
Lee Paley MCIAT
Senior Architectural Designer
Fusion 13
 

 

 
Yorkshire office: Unit 1B Park Farm Courtyard, Easthorpe, Malton YO17 6QX
Norfolk office: 9 Princes Street, Norwich NR3 1AZ
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